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abstract
The full-fledged processing of temporal information presents specific
challenges. These difficulties largely stem from the fact that the temporal meaning conveyed by grammatical means interacts with many
extra-linguistic factors (world knowledge, causality, calendar systems,
reasoning). This article proposes a novel approach to this problem,
based on a hybrid strategy that explores the complementarity of the
symbolic and probabilistic methods. A specialized temporal extraction system is combined with a deep linguistic processing grammar.
The temporal extraction system extracts eventualities, times and dates
mentioned in text, and also temporal relations between them, in line
with the tasks of the recent TempEval challenges; and uses machine
learning techniques to draw from different sources of information
(grammatical and extra-grammatical) even if it is not explicitly known
how these combine to produce the final temporal meaning being expressed. In turn, the deep computational grammar delivers richer
truth-conditional meaning representations of input sentences, which
include a principled representation of temporal information, on which
higher level tasks, including reasoning, can be based. These deep semantic representations are extended and improved according to the
output of the aforementioned temporal extraction module. The prototype implemented shows performance results that increase the quality
of the temporal meaning representations and are better than the performance of each of the two components in isolation.
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introduction

Deep linguistic processing aims at providing grammatical representations of sentences, including their full-fledged semantic representations. This is undertaken by computational grammars whose handcrafted rules encode the regularities uncovered by theoretical linguistics. Deep natural language processing systems have been successfully
employed in many applications, like machine translation (Müller and
Kasper, 2000; Bond et al., 2005), grammar checking (Bender et al.,
2004) and ontology acquisition (Nichols et al., 2006), among others.
While these grammars typically deliver precise linguistic analyses and fine-grained semantic representations of given sentences, they
perform less well when it comes to resolving ambiguity and getting at
the appropriate representation of a sentence given its context of occurrence. The inverse tension is observed in shallow processing systems.
Often resorting to statistical methods, these systems are very helpful
at resolving ambiguity, but they perform much worse when it comes
to getting at the sophistication of deep semantic representations.
The linguistic expression of time forms a highly intricate semantic subsystem that offers a particularly good illustration of the complementarity between the two approaches and the gap to bridge. Like
in any other grammatical dimension, here too ambiguity is pervasive,
and each sentence in isolation may bear different temporal readings.
Deep grammars typically handle such proliferation of readings
by resorting to some underspecification formalism that allows for its
packing. Although this makes it possible to address the efficiency problems associated with this ambiguity, rule-based grammars offer limited means to resolve this ambiguity and to support real-world applications that need to rely on the actual temporal information conveyed
by sentences in their contexts.
The area of temporal information extraction, greatly fostered by
the TempEval challenges (Verhagen et al., 2007, 2010), has encouraged the development of systems able to extract from texts important
pieces of information concerning time. But there is so far little or no
exploration of how to combine them with the deep principled semantic
representations of the sentences, so that they can help support higherlevel temporal processing and reasoning systems. In the opposite direction, much of the sophisticated linguistic information that may be
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important to improve the accuracy of temporal information extraction
is also waiting to be explored.
This paper explores the complementarity of the two approaches,
drawing inspiration from other efforts of hybrid natural language processing, such as Crysmann et al. (2002) and Frank et al. (2003), among
others. Our exercise is circumscribed here to the processing of temporal information. A proposal is presented that contributes to an enhanced processing of time by bridging the gap between temporal information extraction and deep linguistic processing.
More specifically, in this paper, we seek to incorporate the temporal information extracted by a system specialized in the processing
of temporal information (and developed with machine learning methods) in the meaning representations produced by a deep processing
grammar, resulting in semantic representations enriched with more
information about time. Our motivation is partly due to the fact that
the processing of the expression of time in natural language interacts
with a number of extra-linguistic systems (such as calendar systems,
or knowledge about the world) that are best handled outside a computational grammar. One example is the processing of temporal expressions, such as today, the fifth of May, or two days later. It may be
preferable to compute the exact date that these expressions refer to
outside the grammar. Their processing requires access to arithmetic
operations (e.g. once the anchor date for the last of these example
expressions is determined, it is necessary to add two days to it) and
to a calendar system (e.g. so that we know that subtracting two days
from March 1, 2012 gets us to February 28, 2012), which grammar
formalisms are typically not designed to support.
Many different kinds of information are needed to accurately determine temporal relations conveyed in natural language text. Linguistic knowledge is obviously important, at various levels (lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic). For instance, aspectual type, which
distinguishes various types of eventuality descriptions, such as states,
activities, accomplishments and achievements (Vendler, 1967; Dowty,
1979), is partly lexical but also interacts with syntax and semantics,
and it features prominently in the semantics literature on the expression of time in natural language. But extra-linguistic knowledge of
different sorts also comes into play, such as:
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• Pragmatics and knowledge about the world. Relations like causation can override default constraints on interpretation. Like the
examples of Lascarides and Asher (1993) show, the chronological order of events can be reflected in the order in which they
are presented in text, (1a), but causality relations between the
mentioned events can override that preference, (1b):
(1)

a.

Max stood up. John greeted him.

b.

Max fell. John pushed him.

• Calendar systems. Time expressions like next Monday or two
months earlier must be interpreted relative to a calendar system,
and furthermore there are implicit temporal relations between
the referred dates and times that can be be made explicit and
explored.
• Logical inference. For instance, temporal precedence is transitive,
so sometimes the possible temporal relations conveyed in a piece
of text are restricted by what has occurred before (e.g. if event A
precedes B, a new event C that precedes A must also precede B).
All these factors are important and should be explored to leverage
a temporal extraction system. However, they are difficult to handle in
grammar formalisms and grammar development environments.
In this paper, a computational grammar that delivers detailed representations of the meaning of input sentences is extended with a representation of time and aspect, in order to enrich these meaning representations. This extension is based on the linguistic literature on tense
and aspect, and it was also developed in such a way that the resulting meaning representations are straightforward to combine with the
output of the temporal extractor.
Subsequently, the deep grammar and the temporal extractor are
combined, with the purpose of extending and correcting the semantic
representations delivered by the grammar as far as temporal meaning
is concerned. This combination of the computational grammar with
the dedicated temporal extraction system allows the meaning representations produced by the grammar to be improved in the following
ways:
• Extending the representations
It is possible to add further temporal information (that the gram-
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mar does not have access to) to the meaning representations output by the grammar. One example is the normalization of temporal expressions (determining the exact date or time that they refer
to), which in deep natural language processing systems are often
processed separately, for instance by a pre-processing module. In
our case, we use the temporal extractor, as it already deals with
these expressions, thus avoiding the replication of this functionality in a pre-processing component.
• Specifying the representations
The meaning representations are in many cases underspecified.
When the temporal extractor produces more specific output, the
grammar representations can also be made more specific, in accordance with this output.
• Correcting the representations
Since the grammar only looks at grammatical information, while
the temporal extraction system is sensitive to other kinds of information (as hinted at above), it is often more accurate than the
grammar in resolving time-related ambiguity. Its output can thus
be used to correct meaning representations.
As discussed in this paper, one obtains better and more detailed
meaning representations with this combination.
The deep grammar we use is LXGram, presented in Section 2.1.
The temporal extractor is LX-TimeAnalyzer, described in Section 2.2.3.
The data we use to train LX-TimeAnalyzer, as well as for the evaluation
reported here, is TimeBankPT (it is divided into a training set and a
test set), which we introduce in Section 2.2.2. The particular systems
and data that we used represent the Portuguese language, but the key
issues stand for other languages as well: the expression of time and
its interface with all these extra-linguistic kinds of knowledge and the
meaning representations of time.
We evaluate the performance of this extractor system, the computational grammar, and a combined system that incorporates the two
on a common data set. The combined system allows for full-fledged
temporal processing and outperforms both the temporal extractor and
the deep grammar.
This paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces
the key topics that will be dealt with in the remainder of the paper:
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deep linguistic processing, hybrid natural language processing, temporal information processing, and the semantics of tense and aspect.
The particular systems that we used are also presented. The following sections explain how these elements will work together. Section 3
describes how a deep grammar can be extended to include information about time in the meaning representations that it produces. Section 4 describes and evaluates an approach to integrate the deep processing grammar and the temporal information extractor, and combine their contributions for the processing of the linguistic expression of time. Finally, in Section 5 this article closes with final remarks.
2

background

This section introduces the key elements that will be integrated, with
the purpose of combining temporal information extraction and deep
semantic representations: a deep grammar that produces such representations (Section 2.1), and temporal information extraction technology, which identifies and normalizes events, dates and times mentioned in a text and classifies temporal relations holding between these
entities (Section 2.2). Additionally, we present previous work in the
area of hybrid processing (Section 2.3) as well as in the area of the
semantics of tense and aspect (Section 2.4).
2.1

Deep linguistic processing

Deep linguistic processing grammars associate each input sentence
with its grammatical representation, including a representation of its
meaning. For the sake of the research exercise reported in this article, LXGram was chosen as the working grammar. LXGram is a deep
grammar for Portuguese (Costa and Branco, 2010a).
This grammar is based on the Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG) grammatical framework (Pollard and Sag, 1994;
Sag et al., 2003). HPSG resorts to a unification-based grammatical
representation formalism with a type system featuring multiple inheritance and recursive data structures called typed feature structures.
LXGram is implemented in the LKB (Copestake, 2002), an integrated development environment for typed feature structure gram-
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mars in general, popular within the HPSG community. The grammar
runs on PET (Callmeier, 2000), an efficient parser for HPSG grammars,
that allows several input methods, including interfacing with external
morphological analyzers, which we make use of. These systems also allow the training and use of a statistical model to discriminate between
competing analyses for each sentence (Oepen et al., 2002; Toutanova
et al., 2005; Velldal, 2007). This facility is also used with LXGram
to rank the parses produced for a given sentence. The grammar outputs all possible parses for a given input sentence, and this model
selects the most probable one. The model is trained on CINTIL TreeBank, a treebank obtained by manually selecting the best parse from
those produced by the grammar (Silva et al., 2012). Around 2,000
sentences of newspaper text from this treebank were used to train the
model.
When run over unrestricted newspaper text, LXGram produces a
parse for about 30% of the input sentences, and the disambiguation
model correctly identifies the preferred analysis for around 40% of
these parsed sentences (Costa and Branco, 2010a). Despite this coverage, we will see below that it already produces very competitive
results with temporal processing and results above the state of the art
when combined with the shallow temporal extractor.
LXGram explores the core Grammar Matrix system (Bender et al.,
2002), which contains a set of implemented grammatical constraints
relevant to many languages, following the HPSG framework. It employs Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS; Copestake et al. 2005) as
the formalism for the semantic representations it produces.
An important feature of MRS is that it supports underspecified
semantic representation. An MRS representation is a tuple containing a global top, a bag of relations labeled with handles and a bag
of constraints on handles. Relations labeled with handles are called
elementary predications, but we will also refer to them as relations in
this article. Conjunction is represented by shared labels. Handles can
also appear as arguments of these relations, and they are used to represent scope. The main kind of constraint on handles is equality modulo quantifiers (=q ), which means that either the two handles are the
same handle or one or more quantifier relations (but no relation of
a different kind) intervene between the two. They enable the underspecification of the scope between the various relations. An example
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MRS representation for the sentence A black cat can fly is: 1
<h1,
{h2 : _a_q(x3, h4, h5), h6 : _black_a(x3),
h6 : _cat_n(x3), h7 : _can_v(h8),
h9 : _fly_v(x3)},
{h1 =q h7, h4 =q h6, h8 =q h9} >

This representation corresponds to the two scoped formulas that
can be obtained from it by scope resolution:
• _a_q(x3, _black_n(x3) ∧ _cat_n(x3), _can_v(_fly_v(x3)))
(There is a black cat that possibly flies.)
• _can_v(_a_q(x3, _black_n(x3) ∧ _cat_n(x3), _fly_v(x3)))
(It is possible that there is a black cat that flies.)
This is how the scope ambiguity between the existential quantifier
and the modal operator is captured. The first reading is obtained when
the constraints on the handles are resolved this way: h1 = h2, h4 =
h6, h5 = h7, h8 = h9. The second one is when h1 = h7, h8 = h2, h4 =
h6, h5 = h9.
MRS representations are straightforwardly encoded in the typed
feature structures manipulated by HPSG grammars. For the sake of
readability of this text, we abstain from presenting them in that format.
For the purpose of experimentation, a concrete grammar has to be
used. As will be apparent, the solutions put forth are tested with this
working grammar but their principles can be easily adapted or transferred to other deep computational grammars delivering an underspecified semantic representation, developed under other grammatical frameworks or for other languages.
Existing computational HPSG grammars typically do not include
the meaning representation of tense and aspect in the semantic repre1 We

follow the convention of including part-of-speech-inspired labels in the
names of the relations in an MRS representation: n for relations denoted by nouns,
a for those related to adjectives and adverbs, q in quantifier relations, v in verbal
relations, etc.
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sentations they produce. But because MRSs are used by applications 2
and this sort of information is important even if provided in a very
approximate way, a common approach is to enrich the output MRSs
with information about grammatical tense and aspect. For instance,
the MRS representation for our working sentence A black cat can fly
often looks like:
<h1,
{h2 : _a_q(x3, h4, h5), h6 : _black_a(x3),
h6 : _cat_n(x3), h7 : _can_v(e10{tense present}, h8),
h9 : _fly_v(e11, x3)},
{h1 =q h7, h4 =q h6, h8 =q h9} >

Here, two event variables have been added to the relations for can
and fly, an approach similar to that of Davidson (1967). These event
variables can have features of their own. The one for can has a tense
feature with the value present. This is an indication of the verb tense
used in the verb form corresponding to this relation.
This approach, which is common to several existing computational HPSG grammars, has the disadvantage of mixing semantic information with grammatical information. This mixing is undesirable,
because semantic representations are supposed to explicitly describe
truth conditions, which grammatical categories fail to do. The motivation for our work is also to eliminate grammatical information from
semantic representations, as far as tense and aspect are concerned.
Temporal information extraction

2.2

There is a long research tradition on extracting the information about
time that is conveyed in natural language text. Some recent evaluation
campaigns have given it more attention, as they focused precisely on
this task. They include TempEval (Verhagen et al., 2007), TempEval-2
(Verhagen et al., 2010), and TempEval-3 (UzZaman et al., 2013). Besides encouraging work on the topic, the TempEval campaigns have
provided data that can be and has been explored to develop and evaluate systems that automatically annotate natural language text with
the temporal information they convey.
2 Machine

translation is one application where MRS representations have
been extensively used, in this case as the level to which transfer rules apply
(Flickinger et al., 2005; Nygaard et al., 2006; Nichols et al., 2007).
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<s>In Washington <TIMEX3 tid="t53" type="DATE" value="1998-01-14">today</TIMEX3>, the

Federal Aviation Administration <EVENT eid="e1" class="OCCURRENCE" stem="release"
aspect="NONE" tense="PAST" polarity="POS" pos="VERB">released</EVENT> air traffic

control tapes from <TIMEX3 tid="t54" type="TIME" value="1998-XX-XXTNI">the
night</TIMEX3> the TWA Flight eight hundred <EVENT eid="e2" class="OCCURRENCE" stem="go"
aspect="NONE" tense="PAST" polarity="POS" pos="VERB">went</EVENT> down.</s>
<TLINK lid="l1" relType="BEFORE" eventID="e2" relatedToTime="t53"/>
<TLINK lid="l2" relType="OVERLAP" eventID="e2" relatedToTime="t54"/>

Figure 1: Simplified sample of the annotations in TempEval for the fragment:
In Washington today, the Federal Aviation Administration released air traffic control
tapes from the night the TWA Flight eight hundred went down

These data are annotated with an annotation scheme similar to
TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a). Figure 1 shows a small, simplified
extract of the data from the first TempEval challenge, with TimeMLstyle annotations.
The words that denote events are annotated using EVENT tags. An
example is the word referring to the event of the FAA’s releasing of
the tapes. EVENT tags are also employed to annotate words denoting
states (such as the situations denoted by verbs like love or want). For
this reason, in this context the terms event, situation, and eventuality are
employed interchangeably in this paper, to refer to states and events.
This use of the term event is common in the literature on temporal
extraction.
The TIMEX3 tags surround temporal expressions, such as today. In
this working example, the temporal expression today denotes the date
normalized as 1998-01-14. The attribute value of TIMEX3 elements
holds this normalized representation.
The TLINK elements at the end describe temporal relations between events and dates, times or other events. For instance, the event
of the plane going down is annotated as temporally preceding the date
denoted by the temporal expression today.
The first two TempEval challenges had as their main tasks the
automatic identification of the temporal relations. That is, the value
of the relType attribute of the TLINK elements (such as the ones in
Figure 1) had to be determined, and all other annotations were given.
Temporal relation classification is also the most interesting problem
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in temporal information extraction. The other tasks that are necessary
to automatically annotate text with TimeML (identifying and normalizing temporal expressions and events) show better evaluation results,
and they also have a longer research history.
TempEval featured three tasks: A, B and C. 3 Task A was about
classifying the temporal relation that holds between an event and
a time mentioned in the same sentence (they could however be far
apart in the sentence, as the temporal relation represented by the
TLINK with the lid with the value l1 in Figure 1). Task B focused
on the temporal relation between events and the document’s creation
time, which is also annotated in TimeML (not shown in that figure).
Task C was about classifying the temporal relation between the main
events of two consecutive sentences. The goal of all these tasks was
to determine the type of a given temporal relation. The possible values for the type of relations are BEFORE, AFTER and OVERLAP, as well
as BEFORE-OR-OVERLAP, OVERLAP-OR-AFTER and VAGUE, but the last
three values occur very infrequently in the annotated data that were
made available for TempEval.
2.2.1

State of the art in temporal information extraction

Table 1 shows a synopsis of the results of the first two TempEval competitions, taken from Verhagen et al. (2009, 2010), for the main tasks
of classifying temporal relations. The data used in these two competitions are similar but not identical, hence the different baselines.
This table does not show the results of TempEval-3, because they
are so difficult to compare to previous work: (i) the training data set
used is substantially larger (twice the size), (ii) the evaluation setup
is different (in TempEval-3, the temporal relation classification tasks
are performed from raw text; in the first two TempEval competitions,
the remaining gold annotations were given to participants), (iii) the
inventory of relation types is different, (iv) and the evaluation measure
is also different – the temporal awareness score of UzZaman and Allen
(2011) is used instead of classification accuracy.
3 TempEval-2

had additional tasks, about identifying and normalizing events
and temporal expressions. It also had an additional temporal relation classification task, about pairs of events mentioned in the same sentence. Furthermore,
the names of the tasks in TempEval-2 are different. We use the names employed
in TempEval.
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Table 1:
Results for English
in TempEval

Task
A
TempEval

B

C

Best system
0.62 0.80 0.55
Avg. of all participants 0.56 0.74 0.51
Majority class baseline 0.57 0.56 0.47

TempEval-2 Best system
0.65 0.82 0.58
Avg. of all participants 0.61 0.78 0.53
Majority class baseline 0.55 0.59 0.49
Table 2:
Results for English in
TempEval-2: temporal
expressions and events
(F-measure for
extent recognition
and accuracy for
the attributes)

Temporal expressions
Best system
Avg. of all participants
Median

Extents
0.86
0.78
0.82

type value

0.98
0.86
0.91

0.85
0.57
0.59

Events
Best system
Avg. of all participants
Median

Extents class tense aspect polarity
0.83 0.79 0.92
0.98
0.99
0.74 0.72 0.75
0.97
0.99
0.79 0.77 0.86
0.97
0.99

TempEval-2 also evaluated the recognition of temporal expressions and events (i.e. identifying their extents in text) and their normalization (filling in the various attributes of the EVENT and TIMEX3
elements visible in Figure 1). A synopsis of the results is in Table 2.
The averages of all participants reported in this table are affected by a
few extremely low scores; therefore we also show the median values.
The several systems that participated in the first two TempEval
challenges resorted to different methods. There were symbolic solutions as well as machine learning approaches. Different levels of
linguistic analysis, ranging from shallow processing, such as POStagging, to full syntactic parsing, were explored as a means to provide
information used in rules or as classifier features. This variety of approaches can also be seen amongst the best systems of TempEval-2.
The TRIPS and TRIOS systems (UzZaman and Allen, 2010) used a
combination of parsing and machine learning methods such as conditional random fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) and Markov logic networks
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(Richardson and Domingos, 2006). TIPSem (Llorens et al., 2010a)
also used conditional random fields trained using several kinds of
features, including features extracted from the output of a syntactic parser, namely that of Charniak and Johnson (2005) for English.
Like UzZaman and Allen (2010), the NCSU systems (Ha et al., 2010)
employed Markov Logic using features taken from different natural
language processing tools. Ha et al. (2010) gave a bigger emphasis
to features that capture lexical relations between the event terms involved (such as similarity relations between producing and creating
events, antonymy relations between the terms open and close, etc.).
TimeML, the TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b) – a TimeML annotated corpus which served as the basis for the data used in TempEval
– and the TempEval challenges have been very influential in the area
of temporal information extraction. The work of Denis and Muller
(2010) offers a comparison of the set of temporal relations considered
in TimeML and other temporal algebras developed earlier, namely
those of Allen (1983, 1984) and Bruce (1972).
Also, a lot of recent work has used the TimeBank and the data sets
made available in the two TempEval challenges. Verhagen and Pustejovsky (2008) present a system that automatically annotates raw text
with TimeML, including annotations for events, time expressions and
temporal relations. Chambers et al. (2007) trained machine learning
classifiers on the TimeBank, namely Naïve Bayes (John and Langley,
1995) classifiers. They were concerned with temporal relations between pairs of events, which could be in the same sentence or not.
Their system’s goal intersects Task C of the first TempEval challenge
(relations between events in different sentences). Their algorithm operates on two stages. In the first stage, they try to learn some properties of the events in the temporal relation, such as tense, grammatical
aspect and aspectual class. Here they use some morpho-syntactic features as well as features based on information provided by WordNet
(Fellbaum, 1998). In the second stage, they classify the temporal relation between those events. They use as classifier features the information obtained in the first stage, as well as other kinds of features
based on the syntactic structure of the sentences where the events are
mentioned. Llorens et al. (2010b), similarly to Llorens et al. (2010a),
explore the contribution of semantic role labeling to temporal information processing.
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Machine learning methods have become dominant in addressing the problem of extracting the temporal ordering of what is described in a text. One major limitation of machine learning methods
is that they are typically used to classify temporal relations in isolation, and therefore it is not guaranteed that the resulting temporal ordering is globally consistent. Yoshikawa et al. (2009) and Ling
and Weld (2010) seek to overcome this limitation using Markov logic
networks, which learn probabilities attached to first-order formulas.
Some of the participants of the second TempEval used a similar approach (Ha et al., 2010; UzZaman and Allen, 2010). Denis and Muller
(2011) cast the problem of learning temporal orderings from texts as
a constraint optimization problem. They search for a solution using
Integer Linear Programming (ILP), similarly to Bramsen et al. (2006),
and Chambers and Jurafsky (2008). Because ILP is costly (it is NPhard), the latter two only consider before and after relations. Rather
than classifying a temporal relation between two time intervals, Denis and Muller (2011) and Lee (2010) classify four relations between
four instants (the endpoints of the two original time intervals). Symbolic or hybrid approaches have also been used. This was the case of
the WVALI system (Puşcaşu, 2007), one of the participants of the first
TempEval competition and the one with the best results for some of
the tasks.
The logical properties of temporal relations make temporal information processing stand out from many of the other natural language
processing tasks. UzZaman and Allen (2011) propose a new way to
evaluate temporal information processing systems. Instead of the usual
precision and recall metrics used in the first two TempEval competitions, they argue that it is better to compute the temporal closure of
the reference annotations and confront the result with a system’s output. This is because a system may identify temporal relations that are
not part of the reference annotations but nevertheless are logical consequences of the ones that are in fact annotated.
Despite the prominence of the TimeML annotated data sets mentioned earlier (the TimeBank and the data sets of the TempEval
challenges) and the plethora of work using them, there are further
resources with temporal annotations. One is the WikiWars corpus
(Mazur and Dale, 2010). Its scope is more limited than that of the
TimeBank and the data used in the TempEval challenges, because it is
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annotated only for temporal expressions, leaving out events and temporal relations. The kind of task it supports is thus similar to the early
efforts of the Temporal Expression Recognition and Normalization
evaluation (Ferro et al., 2004) and the previous Message Understanding Conferences (MUC-6, 1995; MUC-7, 1998), where a concerted
effort for the annotation of time expressions first took place. Yet another corpus of English featuring temporal annotations (Bethard et al.,
2007) contains annotated temporal relations between events denoted
by words in a specific syntactic relation (one heads the clause that is
the complement of the other one).
Work on the topics of temporal expression recognition (identifying the boundaries of temporal expressions in text) and normalization (assigning each of them a normalized representation of the time
or date that they refer to) has produced quite good results for some
time now (Negri and Marseglia, 2004; Strötgen and Gertz, 2013; Angeli et al., 2012; Llorens et al., 2012). Still, in recent years, the topics of temporal expression recognition and normalization have not
been abandoned. WikiWars, just mentioned, is a recent corpus where
time expressions are annotated. Other recent work on this topic includes that of Zhao et al. (2010). Additionally, there has been interest
in new problems related to temporal expressions. Kolomiyets et al.
(2011) investigate the portability of time expression recognition to
non-newswire domains, since most of the annotated data consist of
news articles (the exception being WikiWars). Their idea is to generate additional training examples by replacing temporal expression
words with potential synonyms, taken from WordNet and other similar resources. This technique potentially increases the number of word
types seen in training as part of a time expression.
2.2.2

Data with annotations about time

The data released in the first TempEval challenge were for English
only. The second TempEval challenge released data for Chinese, English, French, Italian, Korean and Spanish (although only English and
Spanish attracted participants to the competition). Since then, efforts
to manually annotate temporal phenomena have continued for several languages (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2011; Xue and Zhou, 2010;
Zhou and Xue, 2011), and a number of corpora featuring similar temporal annotations have been developed for several languages: Chinese
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Table 3:
Size of the data set

Train

Test

Sentences
2,281 351
Word tokens
60,782 8,920
Annotated events
6,790 1,097
Annotated temporal expressions 1,244 165
Annotated temporal relations
Task A
1,490 169
Task B
2,556 331
Task C
1,735 258
Total
5,781 758

(Cheng et al., 2008), French (Bittar et al., 2011), Italian (Caselli et al.,
2011), Korean (Im et al., 2009), Romanian (Forǎscu and Tufiş, 2012).
For Portuguese, there is the TimeBankPT corpus (Costa and
Branco, 2010b, 2012d). This corpus is an adaptation of the original TempEval data to Portuguese, obtained by translating it and then
adapting the annotations. The two corpora – TimeBankPT and the
original English data set used in the first TempEval challenge – are
quite similar (Costa and Branco, 2012d), but the languages are of
course different.
TimeBankPT is used here to train and evaluate the temporal information extraction component. Just like the original English corpus
for TempEval, it is divided into a training part and a testing part. The
original English corpus is composed of news documents. Many of these
documents are taken from the Wall Street Journal, and they belong to
the domain of economics. TimeBankPT is thus also composed of documents of this genre and domain. Some figures pertaining to the size
of this data set are presented in Table 3.
2.2.3

LX-TimeAnalyzer

For the experiments reported in the present paper, an independent
temporal extractor is used. It is called LX-TimeAnalyzer (Costa and
Branco, 2012b,c) and annotates raw text with temporal annotations.
These annotations are similar to the ones used in the first two TempEval
challenges, based on TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a), and illustrated in Figure 1 above. LX-TimeAnalyzer annotates raw text with
events, temporal expressions, and temporal relations. This system
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runs on Portuguese input text, and it was trained with the data just
presented above in Section 2.2.2.
In order to produce these annotations, several tasks are performed: (i) identifying temporal expressions and events mentioned
in the text; (ii) normalizing these time expressions (annotating the
value attribute of TIMEX3 elements, where the date or time referred
to by the temporal expression is recorded in a standardized format);
(iii) filling in the values of the remaining attributes of the EVENT and
TIMEX3 elements that were recognized; (iv) identifying temporal relations, i.e. which pairs of entities (events and times) should be linked
with temporal relations; and (v) classifying these temporal relations
(overlap, precedence, etc.).
Most of these tasks are performed with machine learning classifiers trained on the training data of TimeBankPT. The tasks of normalizing temporal expressions and identifying temporal relations are performed by handcrafted rules, and most of the annotated attributes of
EVENT elements are directly based on the output of other natural language processing tools, namely a part-of-speech tagger and morphological analyzer. The classifiers used to identify event terms and temporal expressions use features based on information that also comes
from these tools (part-of-speech, lemma, inflectional features) and a
context window of two words on each side of the target word. There
is a dedicated machine learning classifier for the attribute class of
EVENT terms.
The normalization of temporal expressions makes use of JodaTime 2.0, 4 which implements calendar systems as well as many operations between dates (e.g. it can calculate that two days after February
28, 2013 is March 2, 2013).
The models that classify temporal relations are produced with machine learning classifiers that use several features that capture many
types of information. These features are numerous, and for this reason
it is not possible to provide a full account of them, which is presented
in (Costa, 2013). Briefly, there are:
• Superficial features based on information from a part-of-speech
tagger (e.g. the conjunction nearest the event that enters the temporal relation under classification);
4 http://joda-time.sourceforge.net
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• Features that encode information about logical inferences. For instance, we solve task B before the other two tasks, and sometimes
information about task B temporal relations as well as the implicit
temporal relations between the times and dates mentioned in the
text can constrain the temporal relations in the other subsequent
tasks;
• Fine-grained information about aspectual type. TimeML makes a
distinction between states and non-states in the attribute class
of EVENT elements. We explore a more fine-grained distinction,
as we make use of four aspectual types, following the work of
Vendler (1967) and Dowty (1979) (as well as the large body of
literature that follows them) more closely;
• Information about the world (e.g. a verb like predict typically precedes in time what is predicted, but a verb like report typically
follows in time what is reported).
Crucially, LX-TimeAnalyzer makes use of several pieces of extralinguistic information, such as the logical constraints between temporal relations (when classifying temporal relations) or calendar systems (when normalizing temporal expressions), that are typically not
available to a deep natural language processing system. Depending
on the formalism employed in the implementation of a deep grammar, it may not even be feasible or practical to implement this kind
of knowledge in such a system. It certainly is not possible in the LKB,
where LXGram is implemented, but even if it were, there is still the
question of whether it would be appropriate to encode extra-linguistic
information in a deep grammar.
Evaluation results show that LX-TimeAnalyzer performance is
at the level of the state-of-the-art for English (Costa and Branco,
2012b,c), except for the task of event detection (determining whether
a given word token denotes an event). This problem is somewhat hard
for nouns. The best system to identify events in the second TempEval
resorted to, among other things, WordNet (Llorens et al., 2010a), an
approach that is not available for Portuguese currently, as there is no
WordNet for this language with the breath and maturity of the English WordNet. This makes event identification harder for Portuguese
(Costa and Branco, 2012c). Table 4 presents the evaluation results for
LX-TimeAnalyzer, using the test data of TimeBankPT. The evaluation
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Temporal expressions Score

Events

Score

Extents

Extents

0.72
0.74
0.95
0.96
0.99

type
value

0.85
0.91
0.81

class
tense
aspect
polarity

Temporal relations Score
Task A
Task B
Task C

0.67
0.80
0.55

measures reported in that table are the F-measure for the problems of
identifying the extents of event terms and temporal expressions and
accuracy for the remaining tasks. These results are very similar to the
state of the art for English (cf. Table 1 and Table 2).
2.3

Hybrid natural language processing

The present paper follows a hybrid approach to natural language processing.
Within the HPSG community, we find, among others, the work
of Adolphs et al. (2008), which allows the grammars developed in
the LKB (presented above in Section 2.1) to see the output of shallow tools as AVMs (Attribute-Value Matrices, the data structures that
HPSG grammars manipulate). This work builds on previous efforts to
combine shallow and deep processing with HPSG, like the work of
Crysmann et al. (2002) and Frank et al. (2003). Frank et al. (2003)
combines a deep grammar with a shallower parser, resulting in efficiency gains of a factor of 2.25. Crysmann et al. (2002) additionally
use shallow morphological analysis, part-of-speech tagging and named
entity recognition to guess information about unknown words (words
not in the lexicon of the deep grammar). This results in an increase
in grammar coverage from 12.5% to 22.1%, on a corpus of 20,000
newspaper sentences.
Similar work is that of Schäfer (2006), who develops a software
architecture designed to combine shallow and deep systems, with the
purpose of making the deep systems more robust. The author shows
that this approach increases the efficiency and the coverage of the
deep system by a factor of more than two. Since then, hybrid techniques such as these have become popular within deep processing.
LXGram uses a similar approach, where morphological information
output by shallow tools is used to enable the grammar to process un-
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known words (though we do not use a shallow parser to improve efficiency).
Grover and Lascarides (2001) is an earlier work that also uses
the morphological information coming from shallow tools to increase
the robustness of a computational grammar, namely when it comes to
dealing with out-of-vocabulary words.
In the Verbmobil project (Wahlster, 2000) on speech-to-speech
translation, multiple parsers are used to aid machine translation. Several of them are run in parallel (a symbolic HPSG grammar, a statistical parser, and a chunker). They produce meaning representations in
a common format. When the parsers fail to provide analyses that fully
span an utterance, the fragments that they produce are combined, resulting in an analysis for the entire utterance (Rupp et al., 2000).
Also in the context of the Verbmobil project, particularly relevant to our work is that reported in Alexandersson et al. (2000) and
Stede et al. (1998). They extract mentions of times and dates from the
semantic representations produced by the parsers and employ a specialized module to map these semantic representations to a canonical
representation of these dates and times. Their work shows that recognizing temporal expressions can be done with a parser. However, like
us, they consider that other problems, like this problem of temporal
expression normalization, are best handled with external technology.
In our work, where an existing and stand-alone temporal extraction
system is available, it is not necessary to have the grammar recognize
temporal expressions, since the extraction system (which must be used
to normalize them anyway) already performs this task.
Within the Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) framework (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982), Brun (1998) describes a pre-processing step
where nominal multiword expressions as well as time expressions
are recognized in the input that is to be subsequently parsed by a
grammar. Named entity recognition has also been integrated in this
pre-processing stage in several computational LFG grammars (Kaplan
et al., 2004; Butt et al., 1999).
The approach we present in this paper is also a hybrid approach,
where a deep grammar is combined with shallower tools. But in our
case we combine information of a different kind. We are interested in
putting together different methods to extract temporal relations from
text: with the deep processing grammar, which looks exclusively at
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grammatical information, and with a dedicated temporal extraction
system, which has access to extra-linguistic knowledge. Instead of using external tools to pre-process the grammar’s input, we use the output of a tool specialized in temporal extraction to refine the grammar’s
output in a post-processing step. In our scenario, post-processing is
preferred to pre-processing because: (i) the additional information that
is being brought to the grammar is directly about meaning (i.e. it is
about temporal relations and representations of the times denoted by
time expressions); and (ii) the time expressions recognized and annotated by the temporal extraction system do not necessarily correspond
to syntactic constituents. 5
The semantics of tense and aspect

2.4

There is a vast body of linguistic literature on the semantics of tense
and aspect. Our implementation of tense and aspect in the deep grammar, described below in Section 3, is inspired by previous work that
we briefly describe in this section.
Davidson (1967) is the first author to reify events. In HPSG, this
approach has been popularized in a number of analyses, including Sag
et al. (2003), as well as in several HPSG implementations, like the English Resource Grammar (Flickinger, 2000) and the Grammar Matrix
(Bender et al., 2002). A survey of the advantages over the alternatives
can be found in Kamp and Reyle (1993, pp. 504–10).
Reichenbach (1947) described tenses as temporal relations between several pairs of times, not just an event time and an utterance time (or speech time). In particular, he introduced the concept
of a reference time that mediates the relation between those two
times. This idea has been maintained in subsequent work by other
authors.
5 The

system recognizes time expressions according to the TIMEX3 specification (Saurí et al., 2006). Many TIMEX3 elements are syntactic constituents (for
instance, many are noun phrases), but some elements of noun phrases (such as
relative clauses) are left out of the annotated extents of these elements annotated with TIMEX3 tags, as the inclusion of such elements would make a parser
necessary to determine these extents. If the annotated time expressions always
corresponded to syntactic constituents, this information could be exploited in order to contrain the parser’s search space. As they do not, there is no benefit in
detecting them in a pre-processing step.
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Some influential ideas originating in Discourse Representation
Theory (DRT), of Kamp and Reyle (1993), have also crept into many
analyses of tense. This is the case in the observation that past tense
denotes overlap of the event time with a past time in the case of stative
situations but inclusion in the case of non-stative situations.
Intricately related to tense is aspect. A large body of literature
exists on this topic, with the work of Vendler (1967) and Dowty (1979)
being seminal.
Pustejovsky (1991) posits a separate level of representation for
the event structure associated with predicates and their arguments and
advocates the decomposition of events into sub-events. For instance, a
sentence like the door closed is analyzed as a process (the door closing)
followed by a state (the door is closed). This is similar in spirit to the
work of Moens and Steedman (1988).
In the framework of HPSG, Van Eynde (2000) develops an analysis for the Dutch tenses and temporal auxiliaries inspired by DRT in
its semantic aspects. The work of Yoshimoto and Mori (2002) combines HPSG with a DRT analysis of tense. Bonami (2002) is an HPSG
analysis of aspect shift inspired by the work of de Swart (1998, 2000).
This phenomenon is treated by positing implicit aspectual operators,
which we also resort to. Flouraki (2006) focuses on aspectual constraints on the various tenses of Modern Greek, modeling them with
HPSG. Relevant to our work is also that of Goss-Grubbs (2005), which
develops an analysis of tense and aspect for English using MRS. This
work encodes aspectual type by typing event variables, and it also
resorts to positing explicit aspectual operators in the semantic representations. It does not make use of explicit temporal relations or the
various Reichenbachian times (reference time, speech time, etc.); instead it encodes tense as a feature of time variables.
Bobrow et al. (2007) is also similar work, inasmuch as it is about
a computational system that produces meaning representations of its
input which contain non-trivial information about time. In its representations, the system includes explicit temporal relations between
events and the speech time. It does not, however, include information
about aspect or make use of reference times.
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3

deep processing
of tense and aspect

A semantic representation for tense and aspect was implemented in the
grammar that was presented above in Section 2.1, taking into account
the possibility of it being extended with additional information relevant to time coming from temporal information extraction systems.
The grammar was extended with an implementation of tense and
aspect inspired by much of the literature just referred to above. The
following running example illustrates the various aspects of the implementation:
(2)

A atriz mudou-se de França para os Estados Unidos em
the actress moved from France to the United States in
fevereiro de 1947.
February of 1947
The actress moved from France to the United States in February
1947.

The MRS representation for this sentence, as produced by the
grammar, is shown in Figure 2. Temporal information can be seen
in the is-before and at relations, that relate the event time t9 with
the utterance time t10, and aspectual information can be seen in the
aspectual-operator relations as well as the feature culmination, which
indicates that the associated eventuality (the moving event) contains
a culmination as one of its sub-events (i.e. it is a culmination or a
culminated process).
The remainder of this section provides more details on the implementation of tense and aspect in the working grammar, and how
they are reflected in the meaning representations such as the one in
Figure 2.
Tense

3.1

It is important to distinguish between grammatical tense and semantic
tense: we will use the first expression to refer to inflectional morphology alone, and the second one to refer to the temporal and aspectual
meaning they convey.
Each predicate denoted by a verb, adjective, preposition or adverb receives a Davidsonian semantic representation, with an event
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<h1,
{h3 : _o_q(x4, h5, h6),
h7 : _atriz_n(x4),
h8 : at(e2 {culmination +}, t9),
h8 : is-before(t9, t10 {t-value utterance-time}),
h8 : aspectual-operator(e2, e12, h11),
h11 : _mudar_v(e12, x4),
h11 : _de_p(e14, e12, x13),
h15 : proper_q(x13, h16, h17),
h18 : named(x13, “França”),
h11 : _para_p(e20, e12, x19),
h21 : _o_q(x19, h23, h22),
h24 : named(x19, “Estados Unidos”),
h11 : _em_p(e26, e12, x25),
h27 : udef _q(x25, h28, h29),
h30 : _fevereiro_n(x25),
h30 : _de_p(e31, x25, x32),
h33 : proper_q(x32, h34, h35),
h36 : named(x32, “1947”)},
{h1 =q h8, h5 =q h7, h16 =q h18, h23 =q h24, h28 =q h30,
h34 =q h36} >
Figure 2: MRS for A atriz mudou-se de França para os Estados Unidos em fevereiro
de 1947 “The actress moved from France to the United States in February 1947”

variable as its first argument. This variable is not explicitly quantified, but assumed to be bound by an existential quantifier. This is in
line with a substantial amount of the HPSG literature, including computational implementations such as the English Resource Grammar
(Flickinger, 2000) and the Grammar Matrix (Bender et al., 2002). An
example is the predicate _mudar_v (for the verb form corresponding
to English “move”) in Figure 2: its first argument (e12) is an event
variable.
Additionally, an at relation pairs this event variable with a temporal index: in Figure 2 this relation is labeled with h8 and relates the
event variable e2 with the temporal index t9. This temporal index represents the event time. In the existing literature on tense, some authors
use quantified time variables, while other authors use free time vari-
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ables. Partee (1973) presents arguments for a free variable approach.
Our temporal indices are compatible with this approach. Temporal indices have their own type in the grammar, and a feature T-VALUE is
appropriate for this type. This feature locates the index in the time
line.
Depending on the grammatical tense, there are then temporal relations between temporal indices, in the spirit of Reichenbach, who
also describes tense as temporal relations between various times.
In our example, the Portuguese verb is in the pretérito perfeito
tense. The semantics of this tense is ambiguous between a simple perfective past (i.e. the situation occurred in the past and is culminated)
and a present perfect (the situation has a resulting state that holds and
is relevant at the present). The event time is before the utterance time
and, accordingly, there is a temporal relation is-before with the event
time as its first argument.
This particular example is an adaptation of a Reichenbachian representation, where one would expect two time relations (the event
time is simultaneous with a reference time and this reference time
precedes the utterance time). Our option to diverge in this particular case is motivated by the ambiguity of grammatical tenses like
the pretérito perfeito. This grammatical tense is ambiguous with respect to semantic tense, viz. the simple past (which has the Reichenbachian analysis just mentioned) and the present perfect (where the
event time precedes the reference time, and the reference time is simultaneous with the utterance time). Since it is not possible to underspecify this distinction in the semantic representations, there are
two options: duplicate the number of analyses provided by the grammar for each verb with this tense in the input (this is the approach
of Van Eynde 2000 for Dutch, but it is computationally costly and
does not seem justifiable as both representations essentially describe
a past event); or use a simplified representation that covers both interpretations. We chose the second route, arriving at what has just been
described.
With other tenses, the grammar delivers representations resorting
to reference times.
The second argument of the temporal relation is-before is another temporal index, t10, with a T-VALUE specified to have the value
utterance-time. This is how the speech time is represented. According to
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what has been presented so far, the relevant representation fragment
is thus:
at(e2, t9) ∧ is-before(t9, t10 {t-value utterance-time}) ∧
_mudar_v(e2, x4)

That is, the event described by the form of the verb mudar “move”
occurred in a time that precedes the utterance time.
It is thus worth noting that grammatical tense presents two levels
of ambiguity that must be resolved:
• The same form can correspond to more than one grammatical
tense. An English example is the verb form put, which can, for instance, be present tense or past tense. Portuguese also contains
similar ambiguities, e.g. forms like corremos (“we run” or “we
ran”).
• The same grammatical tense can cover more than one meaning
when it comes to locating a situation in time. An English sentence
like I leave tomorrow shows that present tense can refer to the future. Usually this tense locates an event in the present. Portuguese
has similar cases.
This two-fold ambiguity is accounted for by a two-layer analysis
in the working grammar. The first layer consists of a set of rules that
map surface form to grammatical tense. The second layer consists of
a set of rules that map grammatical tense to semantic representations
of tense. Both are implemented as lexical rules, i.e. unary rules that
apply to single lexical items (verb forms in this case). 6
6 One example is the following. In Portuguese, present tense can be frequently

used with a future meaning, although of course it can also be used to refer to a
present situation. This possibility exists in English, too (e.g. The train leaves tomorrow). With this organization in two layers, a present tense verb form is analysed
in the following fashion. A rule in the first layer is responsible for the morphology: it maps between the lemma of the verb, which is what is encoded in the
grammar’s lexicon, and the actual surface form. It also produces a morphological representation in which the grammatical tense of this verb form is encoded,
in a dedicated feature. In the second layer, two rules can apply. One of them associates present tense morphology with present semantics. It adds to the meaning
representation for the sentence where the verb form occurs that the situation denoted by the verb holds at a time that overlaps the speech time. The second rule
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In the case of the rules in the first layer, the orthographic form of
their output is different from that of their input (one is the dictionary
form of the word, as that is what is listed in the grammar’s lexicon, and
the other one is an inflected form). The rules in the second layer do
not change the spelling of their input. When we combine the grammar
with an external morphological analyzer, the second layer of rules is
still applied in the grammar, but the application of the rules in the
first layer is dependent on the annotations coming from the external
analyzer.
Aspect

3.2

Aspectual type is accounted for with the help of three Boolean features: culmination (positive for culminations and culminated processes), process (positive for processes and culminated processes) and
state (positive for states). This representation is intended to capture
the proposal of Moens and Steedman (1988), who decompose a culminated process into a process followed by a culmination. In our
representation the two features process and culmination would be positive, which indicates that this culminated process is composed of two
sub-events: a process and a culmination (although the order in which
they occur is not made explicit in our representation). These three
features are appropriate for event variables.
Even though aspectual type is also a lexical property, it is difficult to annotate it (Pustejovsky et al., 2006). In our implementation,
we abstain from recording aspectual type in the lexicon. This would
require the annotation of a large part of the existing lexicon, which already contains several thousands of lexical entries. Another difficulty
is that aspectual type depends on word sense, which is typically not
dealt with by deep grammars, including LXGram.
However, contextual (i.e. syntactic) constraints on aspect are
indeed implemented. These are represented by aspectual operators,
which are functions from situation descriptions to situation descriptions, and they appear as relations in the MRS representations.
that can possibly apply to a morphological present is one that encodes future
semantics, expanding the meaning representation with a temporal precedence
relation between the speech time and the time at which the situation denoted by
the verb holds.
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For instance, we represent a function from state descriptions
to culmination descriptions as aspectual-operator(e2 {culmination +},
e1 {state +}, X ). Here, e1 is a state, e2 is a culmination, and X is the
MRS representation for the state e1 . The event variable of the resulting situation (e2 in this example) is included in the representation. We
also make use of an extra argument, which is just a pointer for the
event variable of the argument (e1 in this example), as this is useful
when post-processing MRS representations.
We follow Bonami (2002) in assuming that all aspectually sensitive relations allow for at most one implicit aspectual operator. These
implicit aspectual operators account for aspectual coercion. Therefore
every context that allows aspectual coercion must introduce either
zero or one aspectual operators in the semantic representation: zero if
no aspectual coercion actually occurs, or one otherwise.
Because it is not possible to underspecify the number of relations
in an MRS, one aspectual-operator is introduced in every aspectually
sensitive context, although in general it is not specified which operator
it is (in line with Bonami 2002). That is, one underspecified operator is
always introduced. We assume that sometimes it stands for a dummy
relation (i.e. the identity function), in the cases when no aspectual
shift occurs.
Several elements are sensitive to aspectual type. Tense is one of
them. Consider the two example sentences below. They correspond to
the English sentence Samuel liked that wine.
(3)

a.

O Samuel gostou desse vinho.

b.

O Samuel gostava desse vinho.

The difference between the two is grammatical tense, but they
also convey different temporal and aspectual meanings. In the first
one the verb is in the pretérito perfeito, discussed above. In the second
one the verb is in the pretérito imperfeito. Both are past tenses, but the
first is perfective whereas the second one is imperfective.
Perfective aspect constrains the whole event to be telic (a culmination or a culminated process). Imperfective aspect constrains it to
be a state in Portuguese. The first sentence means that Samuel liked
the wine at some point in the past, but he no longer does. It may suggest a particular wine tasting episode that has ended (i.e. he liked the
wine that he drank at some specific time in the past, as in the English
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sentence Samuel enjoyed that wine), or it may mean that for some time
Samuel liked that (kind of) wine, but he no longer does. The second
one cannot be about a particular episode. It says that Samuel used to
like that kind of wine, and he may still like it.
The grammar assigns to the first sentence a semantic representation expressing this:
at(e {culmination +}, t) ∧
is-before(t, t2 {t-value utterance-time}) ∧
aspectual-operator(e, e2, gostar(e2, X )),

where X is the representation for the verb’s arguments.
This representation is similar to the one presented above in the
discussion about tense, but it includes information about aspect as
well. In particular, an aspectual-operator was added scoping over the
relation for the main verb in this sentence. This operator is introduced in the semantics by the lexical rule responsible for semantic
tense (together with the temporal relations seen in this MRS fragment),
as tenses impose aspectual constraints at the clausal level (Bonami,
2002). The constraint that the event variable e be telic (its feature culmination has the value +) also comes from the pretérito perfeito tense.
By contrast, the second sentence receives a representation like:
at(e {state +}, t) ∧ overlaps(t, t2) ∧
is-before(t2, t3 {t-value utterance-time}) ∧
aspectual-operator(e, e2, gost ar(e2, X )),

where X is the representation for the verb’s arguments.
The pretérito imperfeito conveys a different temporal meaning, and
therefore the temporal relations in the semantic representation are
different. This tense does not indicate that the associated situation no
longer holds at present, and accordingly the associated temporal relations are more vague with respect to the relation between the event
time t and the utterance time t3. Unlike the pretérito perfeito tense,
which introduces an aspectual operator that produces telic situations,
the pretérito imperfeito constrains the whole clause to be a state. In this
example, this is encoded in the event variable e, with its feature state
constrained to have the + value.
The verb gostar “like”, instantiating the third argument of the
aspectual-operator relation, is a state. Even though lexical aspect is not
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encoded in the grammar (and therefore there is no restriction on the
aspectual features of e2) for the reasons mentioned above, our encoding of aspect at the syntactic level, as was just illustrated, is important
because it can capture distinctions such as the one illustrated by this
pair of sentences.
Additionally, it can be straightforwardly extended with lexical
aspect: if we knew that “like” is lexically a state, then the aspectualoperator in the second sentence is a function from states to states (i.e. it
is the identity function, and does not change the basic meaning of the
verb). The aspectual operator in the first sentence would be a function
from states to telic situations. This causes a shift in meaning, as a
culmination is added, corresponding to the end of the underlying state.
As mentioned above, there can be two results: Samuel’s liking of that
kind of wine ended in the past, or the situation is associated with a
specific episode that similarly ended in the past.
The implementation of aspect in the grammar interacts with many
elements that are sensitive to aspect: many verbs, which impose aspectual constraints on their complements (some examples are the progressive auxiliary, which combines with processes, but also verbs like stop
and finish); durational adverbials (for adverbials, which combine with
processes, and in adverbials, which combine with culminated processes, are widely studied with respect to this phenomenon); tenses
(as just briefly illustrated); etc.
A full description of the semantics of all tenses implemented in the
grammar is outside the scope of this paper and would be tedious, but
an example with the present tense can also be presented. A sentence
like O Samuel gosta desse vinho “Samuel likes that wine” receives an
MRS representation along the following lines:
at(e {state +}, t) ∧
includes(t, t2 {t-value utterance-time}) ∧
aspectual-operator(e, e2, g ost ar(e2, X )),

where X is the representation for the verb’s arguments.
Here t is the event time, and t2 is the utterance time. The present
tense is assumed to be an imperfective tense, similar to the past imperfective tense mentioned above: it is associated with an overlap relation, and constrains the clause where it occurs to describe a state.
We follow DRT in further assuming that semantic present is special in
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that this overlap relation is more specific than just overlap, and it is
an inclusion relation: the event time includes the utterance time. Because the verb gostar “like” is a state lexically, this is another example
where the aspectual operator involved is the identity function.
Backshift

3.3

There is also an implementation of backshift, or sequence of tense,
in this grammar. The pairs of English sentences in (4), adapted from
Michaelis (2006), illustrate this issue, which is visible in indirect
speech. Each sentence in parentheses is the direct speech counterpart
of the embedded clause in the same line, and yet they often (but not
always) show different tenses. For instance, the example in (4b) shows
an embedded past tense that corresponds to a present tense form in
the direct speech utterance.
(4)

a.

Debra said she likes wine. (“I like wine”)

b.

Debra said she liked wine. (“I like wine”)

c.

Debra said she brought the wine. (“I brought the wine”)

d.

Debra said she had brought the wine. (“I brought the
wine”)

e.

Debra said she will bring some wine. (“I will bring some
wine”)

f.

Debra said she would bring some wine. (“I will bring some
wine”)

The example in (5), from Rodríguez (2004), clearly shows that
in syntactic contexts such as the one exemplified by these sentences,
tense can be interpreted relatively. In (5) the past tense that occurs
in the embedded clause (i.e. in drank) is associated with a verb that
describes a situation that in the most natural reading for this sentence
will occur in the future. Here, past tense merely indicates precedence
with respect to the situation mentioned in the matrix clause, through
the use of a future construction (will tell). In other words, this past
tense form is interpreted relative to another mentioned event rather
than with respect to the speech time.
(5)

María will tell us after the party tomorrow that she drank too
much.
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The data are essentially identical for Portuguese as far as backshift is concerned. Further analysis can be found in Costa and Branco
(2012a). The implementation of backshift in the grammar follows the
analysis proposed in that paper.
The grammar makes use of the machinery of HPSG (unification,
multiple inheritance and recursive data structures called typed feature structures) to implement constraints on the various tenses such
that some of them are always interpreted relative to the speech time
whereas others can be interpreted relative to the speech time or the
event time of a higher verb, depending on the syntactic context where
they occur.
The implementation accounts for cases like the examples in (4).
An embedded present tense conveys an overlap temporal relation between the time of the eventuality described in the embedded clause
and the speech time, as exemplified in (4a). An embedded future
is similarly interpreted relative to the speech time, but conveying
a precedence relation between the speech time and the time of the
embedded eventuality (4e). An embedded past tense can be associated with an overlap relation or with a precedence relation between
the time of the eventuality in the embedded clause and the time of
the eventuality mentioned in the higher clause, as in (4b) and (4c).
Constructions similar to the English past perfect, as in (4d), trigger
a temporal precedence relation between the time of the eventuality
mentioned in the embedded clause and the time of the eventuality
in the main clause. Finally, sentences similar to the one in (4f) are
associated with a precedence temporal relation between the time of
the main event and the time of the embedded event.
4

full-fledged temporal processing

This section describes how the information output by a temporal extraction system can be integrated with the deep semantic representations produced by the grammar.
4.1

Integration of deep processing and temporal extraction

The temporal extraction system outputs information that can be combined with the semantic representations delivered by the grammar,
resulting in semantic representations enriched with more and better
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information about time. In some cases, it is preferable to compute
these pieces of temporal information outside the grammar; in other
cases it is not even possible to compute them in the grammar. One
such example is the normalization of temporal expressions, which, as
explained above in Section 1, requires access to arithmetic operations
and to a calendar system. Deep grammars are implemented with specialized description formalisms and, in some cases, in platforms that
do not even make arithmetic operations available. 7
Typically, those specialized grammatical formalisms have a number of characteristics: they are developed exclusively with grammatical modeling in mind and often do not support operations that are not
directly needed for this modeling; the formalisms used in handcrafted
grammars are typically categorical (they let one say whether a sentence is either grammatical or ungrammatical, not whether it is better
or worse than an alternative), thus making it difficult to represent gradient or statistical information; and, since computational efficiency is
an important concern for these systems, many are very restrictive. 8
Another characteristic of computational grammars is that their context is limited, as they typically only look at one sentence at a time.
Because of this, they do not have access to information present in
other parts of the document, which temporal extraction systems can
take advantage of.
The expression of time in natural language and its meaning representation make particularly strong cases where these limitations can
be felt. These tasks deal with a number of aspects that require extralinguistic knowledge and as such are difficult or even impossible to implement in their full breadth in these specialized formalisms. Among
7 This

is the case of LXGram and all grammars implemented in the LKB. The
LKB accepts a language called TDL – Type Description Language (Krieger and
Schäfer, 1994) – which has no support for arithmetic. By contrast, modern programming languages make arithmetic operations available, and it is possible to
find for them good implementations of calendar systems. For the implementation of the temporal extractor described above in Section 2.2.3, Joda-Time 2.0
(http://joda-time.sourceforge.net) was used, which provides many calendar operations as well as many operations on time intervals.
8 For instance, the LKB, where LXGram is developed, is very fast, but, for efficiency reasons, does not allow the direct encoding of many kinds of constraints
that are standard in the HPSG literature (Melnik, 2005).
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<TIMEX3 tid="t0" functionInDocument="CREATION_TIME" value="2012-01-10T15:00:00"/>
<s>A atriz <EVENT eid="e5">mudou</EVENT>-se da França para os Estados Unidos em
<TIMEX3 value="1947-02" tid="t15">fevereiro de 1947</TIMEX3>.</s>
<TLINK lid="l2" eventID="e5" relType="BEFORE" relatedToTime="t0"/>
<TLINK lid="l3" eventID="e5" relType="OVERLAP" relatedToTime="t15"/>

Figure 3: Example text with (simplified) temporal annotations. The English translation is The actress moved from France to the United States in February 1947.

these aspects we find: (i) arithmetic and calendar systems (for the
normalization of temporal expressions, as just mentioned); (ii) reasoning (temporal relations have several logical properties that can be
exploited, such as the transitivity of temporal precedence); (iii) the
modeling of world knowledge and pragmatics (where statistical information about what is usual or expected may constitute important
heuristics to determining the chronological order of the described situations); etc.
In particular, it is possible to augment these semantic representations output by the grammar in the following ways:
• Extending the representations
It is possible to add to the MRS representations output by the
grammar further temporal information that the grammar does not
have access to.
• Specifying the representations
The MRS representations are in many cases underspecified, and
in some such cases they can be made more specific.
• Correcting the specifications
The temporal extraction system is sensitive to both grammatical
and extra-grammatical information. It is often more accurate in
resolving time-related ambiguity than the grammar, which considers grammatical features only. As such, the extractor's output
can be used to correct the MRS representations produced by the
grammar.
The following paragraphs provide details on how these three aspects are handled by our system that combines the deep grammar and
the temporal extractor. To that end we return to our running example,
presented above in (2) and repeated below for convenience:
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(2) A atriz mudou-se de França para os Estados Unidos em
the actress moved from France to the United States in
fevereiro de 1947.
February of 1947
The actress moved from France to the United States in February
1947.
The temporal annotation obtained by the temporal extraction system for this running example is displayed in Figure 3. That example
shows two annotated temporal relations, namely an overlap relation
between the moving event and the month of February 1947, and a
temporal precedence relation between this event and the document
creation time.
The semantic representation obtained by the grammar for this
example is shown in Figure 2 on page 120. The objective is thus to
enrich the grammar-derived representation by exploring the temporal
annotations shown in Figure 3.
4.1.1

Extending the MRS representations

The outcome of this combination is presented in Figure 4. As can be
seen by comparing Figures 2, 3 and 4, there are several pieces of information that are incorporated into the resulting MRS representation.
These additions are highlighted in bold in Figure 4.
The first one is the information about the document’s creation
time (the TIMEX3 element in Figure 3). Temporal extraction systems register when a document was created (in our example this is
"2012-01-10T15:00:00"), which can be determined from meta-data
or with heuristics. This information can be incorporated in the MRS
representations, specifying the utterance time. The normalized value
for the document’s creation time is used to fill in the T-VALUE of the
temporal index for the utterance time. In Figure 4, this is the temporal
index t10.
The second type of information to add is about temporal expressions. An argument is added to the relation for the head word of that
expression that was identified as a temporal expression by the extraction system. This argument is instantiated with a temporal index
whose t-value feature contains the normalized representation of the
time expression. In our example, the temporal expression fevereiro
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<h1,
{h3 : _o_q(x4, h5, h6),
h7 : _at r iz _n(x4),
h8 : at(e2 {culminat ion +}, t9),
h8 : is-be f or e(t9, t10 {t-value “2012-01-10T15 : 00 : 00”}),
h8 : aspec tual-oper at or(e2, e12, h11),
h11 : _mud ar _ v(e12, x4),
h11 : _de_ p(e14, e12, x13),
h15 : pr oper _q(x13, h16, h17),
h18 : named(x13, “França”),
h11 : _ par a_ p(e20, e12, x19),
h21 : _o_q(x19, h23, h22),
h24 : named(x19, “Estados Unidos”),
h11 : _em_ p(e26, e12, x25),
h27 : ud e f _q(x25, h28, h29),
h30 : _ f ever ei r o_n(x25, t69 {t-value “1947-02”}),
h30 : overlaps(t9, t69),
h30 : _de_ p(e31, x25, x32),
h33 : pr oper _q(x32, h34, h35),
h36 : named(x32, “1947”},
{h1 =q h8, h5 =q h7, h16 =q h18, h23 =q h24, h28 =q h30,
h34 =q h36} >
Figure 4: Final MRS for A atriz mudou-se de França para os Estados Unidos em
fevereiro de 1947 “The actress moved from France to the United States in February
1947”

de 1947 “February 1947” is originally given the MRS representation:
< h27, { h27 : udef _q(x25, h28, h29),
h30 : _fevereiro_n(x25),
h30 : _de_p(e31, x25, x32),
h33 : proper_q(x32, h34, h35),
h36 : named(x32, “1947”) },
{ h28 =q h30, h34 =q h36 } >.

An extra argument is added to the _fevereiro_n relation (with the
label h30), filled with a temporal index containing the normalized
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value for the temporal expression, as shown in Figure 4: < h30 :
_fevereiro_n(x25, t69 {t-value “1947-02”}) >. 9
Finally, additional temporal relations detected by the temporal
extraction system are incorporated in the MRS.
The only temporal relations originally present in the MRS representations are the ones directly related to verb tense, since the grammar only looks at grammatical information. These are always between
an event and the utterance time or the event of the higher clause in
the case of backshift phenomena (Costa and Branco, 2012a).
But temporal information systems can extract more temporal relations than those. These extra relations can be added to the MRS representations. In our example this is the overlaps relation between the
event time t9 of the moving event and the temporal index t69 for the
time conveyed by the temporal expression fevereiro de 1947 “February
1947” : < h30 : overlaps(t9, t69) >.

9 The

resulting representation is somewhat redundant, and we believe it can
be improved. However, this issue is far from trivial, although it may seem so at
first. The intuitive alternative would be to replace the entire material in the original MRS for this temporal index. In this example, the five relations (and the two
handle constraints) for the expression fevereiro de 1947 “February 1947” would
be completely eliminated from the MRS and replaced by a temporal index. This
temporal index would occur as the second argument of the _em_p relation, for the
preposition corresponding to English in: _em_p(e26, e12, t69{t-value “1947-02”}).
This alternative has two problems that must be noted.
The first one is illustrated by a sentence like 2007 saw the birth of the iPhone.
Here, a temporal expression occurs as the subject of a verb. With the intuitive
representation, the first argument of the predicate for the verb to see would end up
being a temporal index. This seems wrong, as the first argument of that predicate
would not be of the expected type.
The second problem is related to examples like that awful year. This is a time
expression that includes material (namely the adjective awful) that is not present
in the normalized value of the temporal expression (which would just consist of a
number representing a calendar year). Replacing the entire MRS representation
of this noun phrase for a temporal index would create a representation that does
not include all the information present in the analyzed input sentence.
We believe that the problem of adequately modeling the semantic representation of temporal expressions is an interesting question for linguistics to further
clarify, for these reasons. As such, an admittedly simplistic solution was chosen
in our integrated representation.
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To implement the integration of the original MRS produced by the
grammar with the information coming from the temporal extraction
system, all that is needed is an alignment between the word tokens in
the original text and the semantic relations that correspond to those
tokens. In our experimental setup, this is achieved quite straightforwardly since the PET parser, the parsing engine used with the grammar, allows the grammar to provide character spans next to each relation in the output MRS representations. These character spans describe
the character positions of the linguistic material corresponding to that
relation and are used for the alignment and merging of the deep temporal representations with the temporal relations extracted.
4.1.2

Increased semantic specification

The temporal relations identified by the grammar can be made more
specific on the basis of the output of the temporal extractor. One example illustrating this is related to the following sentence, taken from
the training data of TimeBankPT, with the original English sentence
also presented below in italics:
(6)

Esperava-se que Bush autorizasse os comandantes navais a
usar “a mínima força necessária” para interditar os navios de
carga para o Iraque e a partir do Iraque, disse um oficial americano.
Bush was expected to authorize naval commanders to use “the
minimum force necessary” to interdict shipments to and from Iraq,
a U.S. official said.

TimeBankPT (and the English data set used in TempEval) contains
TimeML annotations for this sentence describing temporal relations
between the document’s creation time and several events, namely
those represented by esperava-se “it was expected”, usar “use”, and
disse “said”. Similarly, the temporal extractor is capable of identifying
these temporal relations.
The temporal semantics implemented in the grammar also encodes several temporal relations between situations described by finite verb forms and the speech time, which is similar to the document’s
creation time. However, in some cases, these semantic representations
are less specific than the TimeML annotations.
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A case in point is the imperfective past tense in indirect speech
contexts, which is exemplified in this sentence with the verb form esperava “was expected”. Here the semantics will encode that the event
conveyed by the embedded esperava overlaps the one conveyed by
disse “said”. This is as expected, because this tense is associated with
these kinds of readings in this context. 10 This semantic representation
does not say anything about the relation between the embedded situation and the speech time or document’s creation time. This is not a
shortcoming of the implemented grammar; it is what is justified from
the point of view of the linguistic analysis. But this information is readily available in the output of the temporal extractor, and therefore can
be incorporated in the final MRS representation.
Another case that is not trivial to treat in the grammar alone is
verb forms in the conditional mood. The grammar implementation assigns them a future of past interpretation: the described event occurs at
a time that follows another time that precedes the speech time. Therefore, the direct relation between events introduced by verb forms in
this tense and the speech time is not available in the MRS representation produced by the grammar, and in fact can be any one.
In the annotated data, however, there can be cases of temporal
annotations between events introduced by verbs in the conditional
and the document’s creation time.
4.1.3

Corrections to the temporal representations

In some cases, the temporal extraction system can be used to correct
the MRSs output by the grammar.
In cases of conflict between the initial temporal relations identified by the grammar and the ones given by the temporal extractor, the
initial representations produced by the grammar can be corrected if
the temporal relations identified by the extractor are considered more
reliable than the ones that the grammar produces.
10 “Past

under past” constructions (Comrie, 1986; Declerck, 1990; Hornstein,
1991; Abusch, 1994; Michaelis, 2011) may be ambiguous in English. For example, in John said he was ill the two situations described can be simultaneous, but
in John said he fell down the one described by the embedded verb precedes the
one in the matrix clause. In Portuguese, the two interpretations are distinguished
by the past tense used: the imperfective past is used in the former case, and the
perfective past is used in the latter one (Costa and Branco, 2012a).
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This is because the grammar only looks at grammatical tense,
whereas the temporal information system takes other features into account, and can identify cases where grammatical tense is insufficient
or misleading. An example of this is the case of the historical present,
that is, the grammatical present being used to describe a past event,
such as in the sentence In 1939 Germany invades Poland. This is an
important property of our proposal.
Another example where corrections are fruitful is also connected
to the use of present tense in Portuguese. English allows this tense to
be used to describe future events, as in The train leaves tomorrow. In
Portuguese this is much more pervasive, and because of that each occurrence of this tense is given this reading, as well as a present reading,
by the grammar. The representations for the two different readings
(present and future) are not underspecified (because they have different aspectual constraints, i.e. they constrain the three Boolean features that we use to encode aspect, as presented above, differently).
Rather, each occurrence of this grammatical tense is ambiguous between present and future, triggering two distinct analyses. As mentioned before, the system uses a statistical model to discriminate between competing analyses for each sentence. By causing the analysis
to branch out in these cases, the choice of present vs. future is determined by this parse selection model.
Not surprisingly, as far as this distinction goes, this parse selection model performs quite poorly when compared to a dedicated temporal annotation system, as shown in the next section. That is, there
are several cases when the best interpretation given by the grammar
erroneously assigns future semantics to present tense verb forms or
vice versa. In these cases, the integration component corrects the final
MRS representation by changing the temporal relations there so that
said representation is in accordance with the output of the temporal
extractor.
4.2

Evaluation

A test suite of sentences exemplifying the phenomena that the grammar should be able to deal with was created. It contains sentences in
the various tenses, sentences with forms of the auxiliary ter “have”
combining with a past participle, sentences with a progressive construction similar to the English construction composed of be and an
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-ing form, sentences with forms of ir “go” with an infinitive (similar
to English “going to” constructions), and sentences featuring adverbs
like hoje “today”, ontem “yesterday”, and amanhã “tomorrow”, which
feature different combinatorial possibilities with the different tenses.
This test suite is used for regression tests during grammar development
and contains 38 sentences. The grammar is able to correctly parse all
of these sentences and provides correct temporal representations for
them.
The test suite is useful to check for bugs in the implementation
and ensure that the expected results are seen, but it might not be representative of what is seen in practical scenarios. So an evaluation with
unseen data was conducted.
Evaluating this approach presents specific challenges. There is no
gold-standard available with MRS annotations that contains temporal
information similar to what is presented here. And in fact, it is quite
difficult to produce MRS representations manually, as they contain
many re-entrancies. For these reasons, we resort to manual evaluation.
Since the temporal extractor was developed using the training set of
TimeBankPT, the test part of this corpus is unseen and can be used for
evaluation of the integrated solution as well.
To this end, the 20 documents comprising the test portion of
TimeBankPT were parsed with the grammar. On large corpora of native Portuguese text taken from newspapers and the Wikipedia, the
grammar is capable of analyzing around ⅓ of all sentences (Costa and
Branco, 2010a), as already mentioned above in Section 2.1. In the
present case, 24% of the sentences in the test set of TimeBankPT got
a parse. 11 Since the integration of the grammar with the extractor is
not meant to increase the coverage of the former, the sentences that
receive no parse were left out of this evaluation exercise. There remained 84 sentences in the test set.
This section provides evaluation results for the several tasks directly involved in the integration of the grammar with the temporal
extraction system. First, the recognition and normalization of tempo11 We

assume that this lower coverage is due to the fact that many of the
documents composing this data set are taken from the Wall Street Journal (as
TimeBankPT is a translation of the English corpus used in TempEval), and there
was no effort to have the grammar deal with text from the financial and economic
domains, which contain quite a number of syntactic idiosyncrasies.
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ral expressions is discussed. This task is performed by the temporal
extractor and then combined with the MRS representations output by
the grammar, as discussed above. Here the results for the integrated
output are thus the same as those for the temporal extractor.
After that, evaluation results are presented for two problems that
are similar to the Tasks A and B of TempEval discussed above. Since
the temporal extractor identifies events and temporal expressions and
temporal relations between these, and these temporal relations are
added to the MRS representations, the performance of the extractor
and that of the integrated system are discussed. Finally, evaluation results are provided for the classification of temporal relations between
events and the speech time or the document’s creation time (i.e. Task
B of TempEval). In this respect both the grammar and the temporal
extractor are evaluated in isolation, since each can output these temporal relations. The integrated system, which corrects the MRS representations with the information coming from the extractor, is also
evaluated.
The Task C of TempEval is not used by our integrated approach.
Since Task C relates events mentioned in different sentences, a discourse representation is necessary to combine them in an informed
way. This is not something that the typical deep linguistic technology
does at the moment. 12
Table 5 summarizes the results discussed in the rest of this section
and obtained on the parsed sentences of the test data of TimeBankPT.
In this table, n/a marks results that are not available, as the grammar
is not intended to perform the corresponding tasks.
4.2.1

Evaluation of temporal expression
recognition and normalization

Since the integrated system enriches the original MRS representations
with representations for the temporal expressions that occur in the
underlying text, this dimension was evaluated.
As mentioned above, we restricted our attention to the sentences
for which there was a parse produced by the grammar. We looked at all
temporal expressions that can be found in these sentences. The system
was evaluated with respect to two factors. First, we want to know
12 An

exception is Boxer (Curran et al., 2007), which can handle some crosssentential phenomena, such as pronoun resolution and presupposition.
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Total
Temporal expressions
Recognition
Normalization

32

Event – time pairs
Task A

44

Finite verbs
Task B

Grammar

Extractor

Combined
system

n/a
n/a

28/32 (88%)
27/32 (84%)

28/32 (88%)
27/32 (84%)

n/a

25/44 (57%)

25/44 (57%)

111
83/111 (75%) 92/111 (83%) 104/111 (94%)

how many temporal expressions are recognized correctly. Second, we
want to know how they are normalized, since these normalized values
appear in the final representations.
Temporal expressions are somewhat infrequent and, in these 84
sentences, only 32 such expressions occur. Of these, 88% are recognized correctly. The remaining ones are either not recognized at all
or their boundaries are not identified correctly. 84% are recognized
correctly and also normalized correctly (or 96% of the ones that are
recognized correctly). From the point of view of normalization, the
difficult cases are very vague ones such as the night. These cases fail
to be normalized and as such are not incorporated in the final MRS
representations.
Although some of the temporal expressions occurring in this data
set fail to be recognized and incorporated in the final MRS representations, the ones that are indeed inserted there are almost all correctly
normalized (96%).
4.2.2

Evaluation of temporal relations
between mentioned times and events

As mentioned above, the final MRS representations also include temporal relations between the times and dates and the events mentioned
in the input sentences, since these relations are delivered by the temporal extractor (cf. Task A).
These temporal relations occurring in the semantic representations of the parsed sentences were checked for correctness. There are
only 44 such relations, because only a few sentences contain multiple
temporal expressions and multiple events. 57% of these relations are
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Table 5:
Accuracy of
the grammar,
the temporal
extraction
system and
the combined
system for
several tasks
(% correct)
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correctly encoded. A considerable number of the errors occur when
the times and events being related are mentioned very far apart in the
sentence or the syntactic relationship between the expressions denoting them is not direct. If we restrict our attention to pairs of events
and times that are mentioned in the same clause, this score goes up
to 68%.
Since the grammar provides us with this information, we are considering only adding these temporal relations to the MRS representations in these cases when the relevant expressions occur in the same
clause. So even though temporal information processing technology
still has a considerable amount of error, to some extent we can at
least increase precision by sacrificing recall in a straightforward way
if this is considered preferable.
4.2.3

Evaluation of temporal relations with the speech time

One final aspect to evaluate is how many of the temporal relations between events and the speech time or document’s creation time, output
by the final integrated temporal processing system, are correct. This
is similar to the Task B of TempEval.
The grammar assigns temporal relations to events and states represented by finite forms of verbs only, for the reasons already mentioned. TimeBankPT includes annotations also for events denoted by
words of other parts-of-speech, most importantly nouns. Even though
the extractor can also identify these, it is not as accurate in doing so, as
mentioned above. For this reason, the integrated system does not expand MRS representations with temporal information for events that
are not given by verbs, and likewise we also ignore them in this evaluation.
For each sentence, only the preferred parse output by the grammar, as determined by the parse selection model, is considered. The
grammar produced a correct output for 75% of all temporal relations
between the situations described in these parsed sentences and the
document’s creation time/speech time.
As mentioned above, one difficulty is assigning the correct meaning to present tense verb forms. As they are ambiguous between future
and present semantic values and this distinction is chosen by a general
parse selection model, it is rarely the case that it is correctly resolved.
The temporal extractor is much better at this particular problem, as
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it employs several features that are relevant to it. For instance, aspectual type is very relevant; depending on the language, the future
interpretation of present tense is much harder or even impossible with
stative verbs (Van Eynde, 1998, p. 249). The grammar has no information about lexical aspect, but the extractor has some, in the form of
the aspectual indicators as well as the features class and even stem
(since this is a lexical property). This problem accounts for 56% of the
errors produced by the grammar for this task. Other errors were less
interesting and had a smaller impact overall.
The temporal extractor gets 83% of these temporal relations between finite verb forms and the speech time/document’s creation time
right, better than the 75% of the grammar. The largest source of error
has to do with identifying events: many of the verbs for which the
grammar produces temporal relations are not recognized as events by
the temporal extractor, and therefore no relation is posited for them.
Note that TimeML does not annotate verbs used in generic statements
(such as Lions are mammals) as events, and furthermore the annotations for event terms that occurred fewer than 20 times in the English
data used in TempEval were removed. Therefore the training data of
TimeBankPT, which is also used to train the event identification model
used in LX-TimeAnalyzer, contains many examples of verbs that are
not annotated as being event terms. 13
The system combining the output of the grammar and that of the
temporal extractor delivers temporal relations between finite verbs
and the speech time/document’s creation time with 94% accuracy.
This is a better result than either the grammar (75%) or the temporal
extractor (83%) in isolation.
Overall, these results show that integrating a specialized temporal
extractor with a deep grammar can be fruitful in practice in increasing
the quality of the temporal meaning representations and the accuracy
of the resulting system.
13 As

a side note, if one removes these cases and looks only at those that were
identified by both the grammar and the temporal extractor, the success rate of
the latter in classifying the temporal relation with the document’s creation time
goes up to 97%. This is substantially better than the results presented above for
the task B of TempEval because here we are looking exclusively at events denoted
by verbs, which are easier to order with respect to the utterance time than those
given by words with a different part-of-speech.
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5

conclusions

This article presents a novel contribution to the processing of the linguistic expression of time in deep natural language processing systems by combining them with data-driven methods. As interpreting
the temporal ordering of the events mentioned in a text is indeed affected by phenomena that are difficult to model in a symbolic system,
like knowledge of the world, machine learning methods can capture
the contribution of factors whose impact is not well understood. To
this end, it was discussed how to combine the outcome of temporal
information extraction technology with the semantic representations
produced by a deep processing grammar.
This combination helps to resolve the ambiguity preserved in the
underspecified semantic representation. One very important point is
that it also allows for the representations produced by deep grammars
to encode extra-linguistic information – e.g. the normalized representation of the speech time – that is relevant to interpret these representations but hard to obtain with these grammars alone.
Finally, with the present contribution towards full-fledged temporal processing, this paper adds to the overall discussion and quest
on how to make progress in natural language processing by means of
hybrid systems that combine the complementarity of the symbolic and
probabilistic approaches in a way that their strengths can be amplified and their shortcomings mitigated. The resulting system presents
better performance than each of the two components in isolation,
both quantitatively (as measured in terms of accuracy) and qualitatively (as it outputs truth-conditional representations of the meaning of sentences that includes but is not limited to information about
time).
Future work is needed to address temporal relations between
events mentioned in different sentences. In this respect, there is some
work on the temporal structure of discourse, also using HPSG. One
example is the work of Hitzeman et al. (1995), although in some cases
this specific proposal leaves these temporal relations underspecified.
It would be interesting to check how proposals such as this one compare with current temporal relation classification technology for the
task C of the first TempEval challenge. Future work can check this by
implementing a similar solution with the grammar.
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Future work can address other ways to combine the two subsystems (the extractor and the grammar). The integration can also
work in the direction opposite of the one explored in this paper: for
instance, the events recognized by the grammar can be proposed to the
shallow temporal extraction system, as the latter failed to recognize
some of them in our evaluation. Additional work could also investigate
the use of a meta-learning component to detect correct and incorrect
information in either sub-system. In this paper, we have shown, however, that even the simple approach that we explored already produces
competitive results that improve the performance of the whole system.
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